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Species identification of non-human biological evidence through DNA nucleotide sequencing is routinely used for
forensic genetic analysis to support law enforcement. The gold standard for forensic genetics is conventional
Sanger sequencing; however, this is gradually being replaced by high-throughput sequencing (HTS) approaches
which can generate millions of individual reads in a single experiment. HTS sequencing, which now dominates
molecular biology research, has already been demonstrated for use in a number of forensic genetic analysis
applications, including species identification. However, the generation of HTS data to date requires expensive
equipment and is cost-effective only when large numbers of samples are analysed simultaneously. The Oxford
Nanopore Technologies (ONT) MinION™ is an affordable and small footprint DNA sequencing device with the
potential to quickly deliver reliable and cost effective data. However, there has been no formal validation of
forensic species identification using high-throughput (deep read) sequence data from the MinION making it
currently impractical for many wildlife forensic end-users. Here, we present a MinION deep read sequence data
validation study for species identification. First, we tested whether the clustering-based bioinformatics pipeline
NGSpeciesID can be used to generate an accurate consensus sequence for species identification. Second, we
systematically evaluated the read variation distribution around the generated consensus sequences to understand
what confidence we have in the accuracy of the resulting consensus sequence and to determine how to interpret
individual sample results. Finally, we investigated the impact of differences between the MinION consensus and
Sanger control sequences on correct species identification to understand the ability and accuracy of the MinION
consensus sequence to differentiate the true species from the next most similar species. This validation study
establishes that ONT MinION sequence data used in conjunction with the NGSpeciesID pipeline can produce
consensus DNA sequences of sufficient accuracy for forensic genetic species identification.

1. Introduction
1.1. Non-human DNA forensics
Non-human biological evidence can inform criminal investigations
in three ways. Most commonly, animals and plants may be the victims of

crime, in cases ranging from animal persecution to illegal harvest and
subsequent trafficking of protected species. Second, trace biological
evidence may contribute indirectly to reconstructing events at a crime
scene, for example through the analysis of shed hairs, or profiling of
plant or microbial communities from evidence recovered in relation to
almost any type of crime. Third, animals may be the primary
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perpetrators of unlawful acts, for example dog attacks on humans. In
each case, it is usually necessary to establish the biological species of the
evidence, either as the point to prove in an investigation, or as a precursor to subsequent analytical testing. Species identification may be
achieved using a range of scientific approaches, including morphology
and mass spectrometry; however, since its initial application to law
enforcement in the early 1990s, DNA sequencing has gradually developed to become the preferred method of forensic analysis [1]. This is
particularly true where evidence has lost its morphological features or
where enforcement agencies lack access to traditional taxonomic
expertise.

compared against a reference database to identify the species, just as for
Sanger sequence data. Consensus sequences generated from contaminants can be easily excluded and the principle donor source of the evidence can be determined. In cases where there is interest in identifying
multiple species components within a mixed sample, for example plant
and animal DNA mixtures found in traditional medicines (TM), individual reads can be clustered to form multiple consensus sequences
which are then identified individually to their taxonomic origin [14,15].
HTS platforms such as Illumina MiSeq, IonTorrent and PacBio platforms have already been established for DNA barcoding within the
research community [16–19] and some have been subsequently assessed
and validated for forensic applications. Their error rates vary from as
high as 0.2–16% in PacBio, ~1% for PGM IonTorrent and as low as
0.01% on Illumina platforms [20–22]. The latter technology is the next
most accurate one after the Sanger sequencing and has therefore been
most widely subjected to validation studies for forensic purposes. For
example, the Illumina MiSeq FGx Forensic Genomics System has been
validated for human STR profiling [23,24] and the MiSeq utilized in
conjunction with the PowerSeq™ CRM Nested System is now used for
mitotyping [25]. Similarly, a multi-locus DNA metabarcoding method
based on Illumina MiSeq amplicon sequencing has been validated for
identification of endangered species in mixed samples for non-human
forensic purposes [26]. However, despite their potential use in species
identification, the production of HTS data evaluated to date requires
expensive equipment and is cost-effective only when large numbers of
samples are analysed simultaneously. As such most HTS platform have
been inaccessible or impractical for many low-throughput end-users,
such as wildlife forensic scientists.
Here, we explore and validate an alternative HTS DNA sequencing
method for species identification using the MinION™ DNA sequencing
device from Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) that has the potential
to quickly deliver reliable and cost-effective results without needing
access to big sequencing facilities. Despite its potential as a fielddeployable system, for the purposes of forensic analysis, the method
we present using ONT’s MinION platform would still need to be conducted in a quality-assured laboratory environment.

1.2. DNA species identification – current methods and limitations
The gold standard for forensic genetic species identification is a fourstep process consisting of DNA extraction, PCR amplification, conventional Sanger DNA nucleotide sequencing, and sequence similarity
analysis against a reference database. This is a well-established technique that uses short, conserved DNA sequence markers (so called “DNA
barcodes”), [2]) that are species-diagnostic, meaning that within-species
sequence variation should not create any overlap among closely related
species. This “break” in the distribution of pairwise sequence divergence, from intra-specific to inter-specific variation may be referred to
as the “barcoding gap” [3]. Regions within several different mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) genes such as cytochrome b [4], cytochrome oxidase I [5,6], and 12S rRNA [7] exhibit such gaps in different taxonomic
groups and have been tested and validated for the identification of
species in forensic casework. DNA sequences from unknown samples are
identified against reference sequences, through a process of sequence
similarity matching, or in some cases, phylogenetic analysis. Forensic
genetic species identification is more robust if longer sequences are
generated and compared at multiple DNA markers, however in practice,
species identification is often performed using only 300–700 base pair
(bp) sequences from a single gene region. A barcoding gap between the
true species of origin and its closest relative of 2% over a 300 bp
sequence equates to a 6 bp divergence between species, requiring an
accurate, reliable sequencing method.
Sanger sequencing, which produces a single sequence read output
(usually duplicated through forward and reverse sequencing reactions),
has proven highly successful, with a typical sequence error rate of just
~0.001% [8]. Despite this performance record, there are limitations to
Sanger sequencing and more recent high-throughput sequencing (HTS)
technologies are starting to replace Sanger sequencing platforms in
many molecular genetic laboratories. Sanger sequencing only generates
a single sequence read, or electropherogram, for each sample PCR
amplification product. In cases of co-amplification, where a contaminated or mixed species template generates PCR products from two or
more donors, the electropherogram is typically unreadable and the individual component sequences of the co-amplified donors cannot be
distinguished [9,10]. Although Sanger sequencing will remain a useful
forensic genetic approach capable of validating HTS output as its
popularity as a primary sequencing method declines its availability is
likely to reduce and it is therefore necessary to consider HTS alternatives
for DNA species identification.
HTS platforms are capable of producing millions of individual
sequence reads from hundreds or thousands of samples simultaneously.
Each read is generated from a single DNA template molecule (with or
without PCR amplification) and thus can more effectively distinguish
contamination or mixed species samples than Sanger sequencing. After
the HTS run, consensus sequences can be constructed from a multiple
sequence read alignment using sequence alignment software [11–13].
During this process, sequence reads are clustered based on sequence
homology with the aim of generating a single consensus sequence for
every source of input DNA. In the case of species identification, this
means that one consensus sequence should be generated per distinct
taxon present within a sample. Such consensus sequences can then be

1.3. MinION sequencing - potential benefits and limitations
ONT’s MinION sequencer is a small and inexpensive nanopore-based
DNA sequencing platform. This relatively new technology has several
important advantages over other HTS platforms. It has long-read output;
a low initial startup cost ($1000); fairly simple and quick library preparation protocols, and it allows for rapid real-time analysis and data
transfer via a single USB connection to a standard laptop computer. The
ease of use and rapid processing time is especially beneficial when rapid
identification of an evidence sample is required [27]. The limitation of
this platform is the high error rate, spanning from 5% to 25% in raw
reads [28–30]. Nonetheless, the error rate is constantly decreasing; first,
due to updates in sequencing chemistry and improvements to the
nanopores released by ONT [31] and second, because of continuously
evolving bioinformatic tools that are specifically developed to handle
the nature of sequencing error from the MinION. These computational
tools are consequently tested and evaluated by the scientific community
[28,32]. To date, several studies have shown that data produced by the
MinION are sufficiently accurate to generate a consensus sequence from
a single species sample for species identification with >99% accuracy
[33–36].
Nevertheless, generation of consensus sequences using MinION data
is often laborious requiring multiple software programs, frequent and
cumbersome reformatting of data and advanced bioinformatics skills. A
new program that addresses these issues has been recently developed.
The NGSpeciesID program was specifically built as a user-friendly tool
that generates a highly accurate consensus sequences from long-read
amplicon-based high-throughput sequencing platforms [37]. It includes clustering of the reads to filter out contaminants or reads with
2
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high error rates and employs error correction strategies specific to the
MinION sequencing platform. This raises the possibility that definitive
DNA sequences suitable for forensic application can be generated
despite errors present in individual sequence reads or reads showing
variation.

using the ONT Ligation Sequencing kit (SQK-LSK108 and SQK-LSK109)
and Josh Quick’s One-pot ligation protocol for ONT libraries [39].
2.1.2. Sequencing and demultiplexing
After adapter ligation and purification, libraries were prepared and
loaded onto two separate flow cells: FLO-MIN106 R9 (Edinburgh) and
FLO-MIN106D R9.4.1 chemistry flow cells (ONT, Oxford, UK). The first
library was sequenced for 12 h and obtained between 250.000 and
750.000 reads per sample. The second library was run for approximately
1 h to obtain at least 100.000 reads per sample.
MinKNOW (ONT) was used for sequencing and the raw sequence
data were basedcalled using Guppy v3.5.1 (ONT) with basecalling
model “dna_r9.4.1_450bps_fast.cfg”. The qcat software v1.1.0 (ONT)
specifically developed for demultiplexing reads barcoded with ONT’s
barcode kits was used to demultiplex ONT barcoded reads and assign to
the correct sample. The same primers were also used to generate DNA
nucleotide control sequences via Sanger sequencing of the same set of
samples. See Supplementary methods for a full description of the molecular genetic laboratory analysis.

1.4. Scope and purpose of developmental validation study
In order to use the MinION for forensic purposes we need to investigate the intrinsic differences between Sanger and Minion sequence
data. The two critical differences are that first, as with all HTS platforms,
the MinION produces thousands or millions of reads for the same gene
region and the same individual, as opposed to a single sequence read
from Sanger sequencing; second, sequencing error rates for individual
reads are much higher for the MinION, meaning that potentially all
observed reads may differ from each other and from the true biological
sequence. Consequently, the consensus sequence is used as the analytical result, as an estimation of the biological sequence. This creates an
almost unique situation in forensic science where we would report to the
courtroom a result that we have never directly observed from our
analytical measurements. Rather, we are deducing the true biological
sequence based on a consensus approach where the resulting sequence is
generated from a very high number of slightly inaccurate reads.
It is anticipated that the presentation of such consensus sequence
data as DNA evidence in court will be challenged and its acceptance will
require clear explanation supported by an appropriate validation study.
Species identification using the MinION platform requires a bioinformatic pipeline to generate the consensus sequence, which is then
compared against a reference sequence database to infer the species of
origin. The validation study design must examine the steps in the
pipeline to determine possible sources of analytical variation, and assess
the accuracy and precision of the result data for determining the true
species origin. Here we present the results of a developmental validation
study of the NGSpeciesID pipeline, a new bioinformatic tool for identifying species from MinION data.

2.2. Data analysis
2.2.1. Sanger sequencing
The bi-directional Sanger sequence data was analysed using Geneious software (Biomatters Inc. New Zealand) to align the two reads and
edited by eye to generate a single consensus sequence result, hereafter
referred to as the Sanger control.
2.2.2. Consensus sequence generation
To generate consensus sequences for each of the replicate subsets, we
used the NGSpeciesID pipeline. Briefly, NGSpeciesID is a five-step process that takes raw (demultiplexed) and/or filtered MinION read data
and outputs one or more consensus sequences for each sample (Fig. 1).
In Step 1, multiple MinION output sequence reads are grouped into selfsimilar clusters using isONclust software v0.0.4 [40]. In Step 2, a
consensus sequence is formed for each cluster containing more reads
than an abundance threshold (10% of the total number of reads by
default) with SPOA v3.0.1 (https://github.com/rvaser/spoa), which is
based on a partial order alignment (POA) algorithm [12,41]. The default
abundance threshold of 10% within NGSpeciesID was chosen to monitor
for the presence of mixed samples, remove sample contamination and
filter out reads showing high error rates. It is designed to be low enough
to discriminate contamination from minor species contributions, but
high enough to avoid calling clusters based on single or very low read
numbers.
In Step 3, the pipeline merges reverse complement clusters if any are
present, using pairwise alignment in Parasail [42]. In Step 4, the
resulting consensus sequence(s) is/are polished with ONT’s Medaka
software v0.10.0 (https://github.com/nanoporetech/medaka). Finally
in Step 5, the tool removes primer sequences from the consensus
sequence and reruns the reverse-complement removal and polishing
steps to identify any remaining redundant consensus sequences that
were not removed due to presence of primers. The end result of the
NGSpeciesID pipeline is one or more consensus sequences for each
sample, hereafter referred to as the MinION consensus.

1.5. Specific aim of the study
To meet the identified need for an affordable, accessible, reliable and
rapid method for forensic species identification we set out to design and
implement a developmental validation protocol to assess whether or not
we can use the MinION platform to generate species-diagnostic DNA
sequence data for use as evidence in court. To achieve this, we sought to
address the following question: Given the sequence variation observed
among reads within a single sample attributed to MinION sequencing
error, is it possible to generate a reliable consensus sequence that
accurately estimates the true biological sequence for use in forensic
genetic species identification?
2. Material and methods
2.1. Data production
2.1.1. Amplification and library preparation
MinION sequence data sets were generated from individual tissue
samples of five mammal species; wild boar (Sus scrofa), roe deer (Capreolus capreolus), chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra), Euroasian lynx (Lynx
lynx) and snow leopard (Panthera uncia) and one bird species, the Inca
tern (Larosterna inca). A species-diagnostic region of the mitochondrial
cytochrome b (mtDNA cyt b) gene approximately 421 nucleotide base
pairs (bp) long was amplified using the mcb primers [38] previously
shown to be applicable to forensic genetic species identification. In the
second round of PCR, dual ONT PCR barcodes were attached to the cyt b
amplicons using the ONT PCR Barcoding Expansion kit (EXP-PBC001).
After both PCR rounds, PCR products were purified and tested for purity
and quantity. Samples were grouped into two libraries and prepared

2.2.3. Validation study datasets
To standardize the dataset size across all validation steps and to
investigate the effect of read depth on the consensus calling, 50 replicates of randomly selected reads were generated (sampled with
replacement) at depths of 50, 100, 300, 500, 1000 and 5000 reads. This
was performed for each of five mammal and one bird species from the
filtered and demultiplexed sequence read files, resulting in a total of 300
datasets per species (filtered and demultiplexed datasets before subsampling contained between 9400 and 114,000 reads per species).
3
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the steps for generation of a consensus sequence result from the quality and size filtered MinION sequencing data, using the bioinformatic
program NGSpeciesID. Individual bioinformatic software at each step is shown in parentheses.

2.3. Pre-validation study – MinION sequence data quality score

2.4. Validation study design

A sequence quality score, known as a Phred score, is produced for
each base of a raw MinION sequence read, which indicates the level of
confidence assigned to each sequence base call and is dependent on the
version of the base calling software. Filtering the sequence data based on
the Phred score should remove poor quality reads while retaining sufficient read numbers (or depth) for subsequent data analysis. The
retention of too much poor quality read data can lead to the NGSpeciesID pipeline generating two or more consensus sequences for a single
sample, complicating subsequent interpretation and typically rendering
the resulting data unsuitable for forensic casework. Thus, in this prevalidation step we evaluated the impact of data quality on the production of multiple consensus sequences, to determine a Phred score quality
threshold.
We selected and tested raw reads over a range of Phred quality scores
typical for MinION data, from 7 to 12, and read lengths filtered for between 300 and 450 bp, using NanoFilt v2.5.0 [43]. A Phred quality score
of 11 was found to be optimal for minimizing multiple consensus
sequence results while maximizing good quality read retention for the
tested dataset; consequently all data analysis was performed following
initial filtering at this quality threshold (Table S1, See Supplementary
Methods).

The validation study was designed to address the overarching issues
of whether it is possible to generate an accurate, robust consensus
sequence from MinION data and if so, whether this consensus sequence
is comparable to the use of Sanger sequencing for forensic genetic species identification. To achieve this aim, the validation process was
divided into three stages to assess the performance of the NGSpeciesID
pipeline with MinION data (For a visual overview see Table S2). Each
validation stage focused on a different aspect of analytical accuracy to
investigate: i) variation in reads used to generate the MinION consensus
sequence; ii) variation between the MinION consensus and the Sanger
control sequence; and iii) variation in the percentage pairwise sequence
similarities between these two sequence types and the reference data in
the subsequent species identification results.
In terms of analytical precision, in the case of discrete DNA sequence
data, the limit of precision for reported measurement is one nucleotide.
As this level of precision does not vary, measurement precision was not
evaluated in the validation study.
2.4.1. Validation stage 1
The first validation stage examined the distribution of variation
among individual reads within a single replicate. As multiple reads are
used to create a single consensus sequence representing the true
sequence of the replicate, it is important to understand the level of
variation among consensus composite reads. This was achieved by
4
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addressing two questions:
Validation focus: Measuring the divergence of reads from the
consensus.
Q1. What is the mean pairwise sequence divergence between individual
reads and the consensus sequence, at a given read depth?
Validation focus: Measuring the spread of the data.
Q2. What is the standard deviation of the pairwise sequence divergence
between every read and the consensus sequence, at a given read depth?
The analysis of per sample read variation serves primarily as an internal validation step that can be conducted for every casework sample.
It allows the development of general guidance regarding confidence in
the accuracy of the resulting consensus sequence and helps determine
how to interpret individual sample results.
To establish a threshold for the within-sample read variation we need
to understand the distribution of this variation across multiple replicates. We therefore repeated the calculations of mean and standard
deviation for 50 replicates subsampled from the parent dataset, to create
a population dataset representing 50 individual samples. From this
dataset we investigated uncertainty around the empirical mean estimate
of pairwise sequence divergence.
Validation focus: Measuring average variation between the reads and
consensus sequences among samples.
Q3. What is the mean of the mean pairwise divergence of reads around
the MinION consensus sequences?
Validation focus: Measuring the distribution of the sample means.
Q4. What is the standard error of the result (mean of mean divergences)
among replicates?
We conducted these analyses at each read depth (50, 100, 300, 500,
1000 and 5000) across the six species datasets.

very specific sequence changes at phylogenetically informative nucleotide positions required to transition from one species to another [44].
Lastly, if variation in individual sequence reads affects the accuracy
of the resulting consensus sequence we would expect to see a correlation
between the read sequence variation to the consensus sequence (Q2) and
the deviation of that consensus sequence from the Sanger reference
sequence (Q5). With poor quality MinION data or insufficient read depth
it is expected that the resulting consensus sequence may not accurately
reflect the true DNA sequence of the sample. To assess whether or not
this becomes an issue within our pipeline we tested for a relationship
between read variation and deviation of the resulting consensus from
Sanger sequence:
Q7. Is there a relationship between the per sample (replicate) read variation (sequence error) and the accuracy of the resulting MinION consensus
sequence measured as divergence from the Sanger control?
At this point we used the available result data to identify an optimal
read depth (= 500 reads) to use in the final stage of validation (see
Results).
2.4.3. Validation stage 3
In the final validation stage, we examined the impact of sequence
differences between MinION consensus and Sanger control sequences on
the accuracy of species identification. We compared the results of BLAST
analysis using the GenBank database for Sanger control sequence and
the 50 replicate MinION consensus sequences for each species.
Validation focus: Qualitative species identification comparison.
Q8. Does the MinION consensus sequence return the same species
assignment as the Sanger control sequence in a BLAST analysis?
Lastly, we assessed the specificity of the MinION consensus sequence
for species identification. In forensic genetic species identification, the
degree of sequence divergence between the two highest ranked species
in the BLAST result (the barcoding gap) is an indicator of how much
confidence we have in obtaining a specific species identification result.
To address this issue, if MinION and Sanger sequences returned the same
qualitative species result in the BLAST search (Q8), we then examined
how the MinION compares to the Sanger sequence in terms of the
pairwise sequence divergence to the next closest species. All MinION
consensus and Sanger sequences across species were aligned with Mafft
v7.450 in Geneious® 11.1.5 to identify common regions with sequence
differences.
Validation Criteria: Species specificity comparison.
Q9. Does any observed difference between the level of Sanger control
sequence divergence from its two highest ranked sequence similarity results,
and the level of MinION consensus sequence divergence from its two highest
ranked sequence similarity results, affect the resulting species identification?
All statistics for the validation study were calculated using packages
dplyr and plyr in R Studio version 1.1.463[45] and modules statistics
and math in Python. Graphs were plotted in R, using ggplot package.

2.4.2. Validation stage 2
In the next part of the validation study we investigated how the
MinION consensus sequence compares to the Sanger control sequence
generated from the same sample. While Sanger sequencing might be
considered as simply another approach for estimating the true biological
sequence, it was used here for two important reasons: first, it is the
current standard for DNA sequencing in forensic genetics; second, it was
used to generate the majority of sequence data in international species
reference databases, which are used in comparative sequence similarity
searches when identifying unknown evidence samples. MinION
consensus sequence replicates were compared to Sanger control sequences from the same specimens using a nucleotide BLAST search
v.2.8.1+ [11] to address three questions.
First we examined the typical level of Sanger-MinION sequence
divergence across read depths and species.
Validation focus: Comparison of MinION consensus sequence to the
reference Sanger sequence.
Q5. What is the scale and distribution of pairwise sequence divergence
between the Sanger control sequence and consensus sequence across read
depths and species?
Second, we wanted to assess a reasonable worst-case scenario of the
effects of MinION consensus sequence error by assessing Sanger-MinION
divergence at the upper-end of the divergence distribution.
Validation focus: Assessment of maximum likely divergence.
Q6. What is the maximum pairwise divergence of consensus sequence
replicates from the reference Sanger sequence?
The upper limit of divergence represents the greatest level of divergence from the Sanger data that we expect to see in MinION consensus
sequences. This is an important measure, as for example, if the mean
divergence is 1% from the Sanger sequence, but 2.5% of the time (our
upper limit – 97.5%) we might expect divergence to be 3%, we need to
recognize this is as an occasional risk to accurate identification. However, it should be noted that 3% divergence between MinION and Sanger
sequences does not necessarily lead to the wrong species identification,
even if the next closest species is only 3% diverged from the true species.
This is because we do not expect MinION sequence error to reflect the

3. Results
3.1. Validation stage 1
Variation in reads within a sample replicate (Q1 and Q2).
Q1. What is the mean pairwise sequence divergence between individual
reads and the consensus sequence, at a given read depth?
Q2. What is the standard deviation of the pairwise sequence divergence
between every read and the consensus sequence, at a given read depth?
Results of mean pairwise sequence divergence between individual
reads and the consensus sequence ranged between 0.044 and 0.064
across all read depths and all species, with associated standard deviation
estimates ranging from 0.0091 to 0.0281. This is in line with the typical
per read sequence error rate of ~5% observed for the ONT MinION. No
distinct pattern was observed in mean pairwise divergence across species and read depths. The spread of data around the mean decreased
with increasing read depth (Fig. 2 (wild boar) and Fig. S1 (all species)).
5
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Fig. 2. Mean divergence of individual reads from consensus sequence result (n = 50) across six different reads depths. Results are shown for a single species – wild
boar, across 50 replicates at each of six different read depths. The density plots display the spread of mean divergence of reads from the consensus sequence across six
read depths. The means of the mean of divergence of different read depths are presented as dashed lines. *the 1000 and 5000 read depth results are probably not
representative as in some species we were sampling the same reads more often.

For example, mean pairwise sequence divergence of reads from the
consensus sequence for wild boar at read depth of 500 (suggested read
depth for casework) ranged from 0.0506 to 0.0530 across the 50 replicates (Fig. 2, Fig. S1 (all species), Table S3 (all data)).
Variation among sample replicates (Q3 and Q4).
Q3. What is the mean of the mean pairwise divergence of reads around
the MinION consensus sequences?
Q4. What is the standard error of the result (mean of mean divergences)
among replicates?
The mean of the mean divergence of reads (overall mean divergence)
from the consensus sequences among 50 replicates varied slightly across
species and was the smallest in the Inca tern (read depth of
300 = 0.0482) and highest in the roe deer (read depth 5000 = 0.0582)
(Table S4), with associated standard error of mean estimates ranging
from 0.00175 to 0.00245 (Table S4).

depths and species?
Q6. What is the maximum pairwise divergence of consensus sequence
replicates from the reference Sanger sequence?
In the case of wild boar, pairwise divergence between the Sanger
control and consensus sequences ranged from 0 to 0.00487 at the 97.5th
percentile across all read depths (Table 1 (wild boar), Table S5(all
species)). The percent of identical consensus sequences to the Sanger
control sample ranged from 88% to 100% at the read depths of 500 and
1000 (Table 1 (wild boar), Table S5 (all species)). Maximum pairwise
divergence of consensus sequences (replicates) from the Sanger reference sample ranged between 0.0027 and 0.0055 (Table 1 (wild boar),
Table S5 (all species)).
Q7. Is there a relationship between the per sample (replicate) read variation (sequence error) and the accuracy of the resulting MinION consensus
sequence measured as divergence from Sanger control?
Within the observed range of read variation around the consensus
sequence there was no correlation between the level of read variation
and the level of consensus sequence deviation from the Sanger reference
sequence across all read depths (Fig. 3 (wild boar), Fig. S2 (all species)).

3.1.1. Validation stage 2
Q5. What is the scale and distribution of pairwise sequence divergence
between the Sanger control sequence and consensus sequence across read

Table 1
Divergence of consensus sequence from Sanger reference sample. There was no variation from the Sanger control sequence at read depths of 500 and 1000 for the wild
boar sample.
Sample
Wild boar

Read depth
50
100
300
500
1000
5000

Pairwise divergence from Sanger at different quantiles
q = 25

q = 50

q = 75

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

Max observed divergence

% of identical consensus seq. to Sanger

0.0055
0.0027
0.0027
0
0
0.0055

88
88
98
100
100
94

q = 97.5
0.00487
0.0027
0
0
0
0.0027
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Fig. 3. The relationship between within-replicate mean read variation and consensus percent divergence from the Sanger sequence. No correlation was observed
between the read variation around consensus sequence and the consensus deviation from the Sanger sequence across 50 replicates at six different read depths. The
result at each read depth is shown in a separate box and in a different colour.

Based on the data generated to this point, we selected a single read
depth to use for subsequent stages of the validation study. A read depth
of n = 500 was selected as being optimal in terms of the observed consistency in generating a single consensus sequence, with minimal variation in read divergence from the consensus and in divergence from the
Sanger control sequences, across all species.

0.24% without leading to a big difference (0.01% decrease) in the barcoding gap between first and second species (consensus 3 and 4).
In the case of the lynx, there were 49 consensus sequences identical
to the Sanger sequence and one consensus sequence that differed by 1 bp
(Table 2). That single consensus sequence had a 0.24% difference from
the first GenBank species and this had no impact on the barcoding gap
between the first and second species.
For snow leopard 49 of 50 consensus sequences were identical to
the Sanger sequence (Table 2). For one consensus sequence there was a
1 bp change but this had no impact on the barcoding gap between the
first species and second species (distances from the Sanger and MinION
consensus sequences were identical).
The Inca tern had 47 identical consensus sequences (consensus 1) to
the Sanger, two identical sequences with the same 1 bp change
(consensus 2) and one with a unique 1 bp change in the sequence
(consensus 3; see Table 2). The difference of 1 bp in the third consensus
sequence led to a very slight increase (0.04% higher) in the barcoding
gap between the first and the second species.

3.1.2. Validation stage 3
Q8. Does the MinION consensus sequence return the same species result
as Sanger under a BLAST analysis?
In the BLAST analysis, all consensus sequences and their Sanger
reference sequences returned the same species across all species datasets
at a read depth of 500 (Table 2, Tables S6-S11 (full result for all
consensus sequence replicates and Sanger reference samples).
Q9. Does any observed difference between the level of Sanger control
sequence divergence from its two highest ranked species sequence similarity
results, and the level of consensus MinION sequence divergence from its two
highest ranked species sequence similarity results, affect the resulting species
identification?
Wild boar had all 50 consensus sequences identical to the Sanger
reference sequence and thus no change was observed in the first species
similarity or the barcoding gap (Table 2).
In roe deer, 23 of the consensus sequences were identical to the
Sanger sequence and were 100% identical to the first species in GenBank
(Table 2). The remaining 27 consensus sequences were identical to each
other (consensus 2). They deviated from the first species in GenBank by
0.24% (1 bp) and this led to an overall reduction in the barcoding gap
from 1.90% to 1.66% between the first and the second most closely
related species.
Chamois had 47 consensus sequences identical to the Sanger
(consensus 1; see Table 2). The three remaining consensus sequences
each had 1 bp change and deviated from the first species in GenBank by

4. Discussion
4.1. Validation stage 1
The purpose of validation stage 1 was to examine the level of
divergence among individual sequence reads and how they contribute to
the generation of a single consensus sequence for each sample.
The value of the mean pairwise sequence divergence of a single read
from the consensus is approximately equivalent to the observed MinION
sequencing error. In our datasets, the observed mean divergence varied
between 4.4% and 6.4% which is within expected boundaries for ONT
MinION sequencing error [28]. There was little variation around the
mean, either among reads within a sample, or among replicate samples,
7
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Table 2
Species specificity comparison. All resulting consensus sequences and Sanger control sequences returned the same species at a read depth of 500 under the BLAST analysis. Differences between consensus sequences and
Sanger control sequence had no impact on the species identification result in GenBank. The barcoding gap is the difference in the percent similarity of the first species minus percent similarity of the second species. Overall
reduction in the barcoding gap when using MinION consensus sequences was negligible (indicated in bold).
Species
Wild boar
Roe deer

Sequence
type
Sanger
(control)
Consensus 1
Sanger
(control)
Consensus 1
Consensus 2

Chamois

No. of replicates
(out of 50)

% Divergence from
Sanger

50

0.00

23

0.00

27

0.24

First species
name

% sim to 1st
species

2nd species name

% sim to 2nd
species

Sus scrofa

100

Sus barbatus

97.15

2.85

421

Sus scrofa
Capreolus
capreolus
Capreolus
capreolus
Capreolus
capreolus
R.rupicapra

100
100

97.15
98.3

2.85
1.9

421
420

98.3

1.9

420

98.1

1.66

421

99.27

Sus barbatus
Capreolus
pygargus
Capreolus
pygargus
Capreolus
pygargus
R.pyrenaica

95.62

3.65

411

100
99.76

1st to 2nd species gap
(barcoding gap)

Sequence
length (bp)

Snow
leopard

47
1

0.00
0.24

R.rupicapra
R.rupicapra

99.27
99.03

R.pyrenaica
R.pyrenaica

95.62
95.38

3.65
3.65

411
410

Consensus 3
Consensus 4

1
1

0.24
0.24

R.rupicapra
R.rupicapra

99.03
99.03

R.pyrenaica
R.pyrenaica

95.39
95.39

3.64
3.64

412
412

Lynx lynx

100

Lynx pardinus

94.92

5.08

413

Lynx lynx
Lynx lynx

100
99.76

Lynx pardinus
Lynx pardinus

94.92
94.67

5.08
5.09

413
413

Panthera uncia

100

Panthera pardus

91.9

8.1

421

Panthera pardus
Panthera pardus
Gelochelidon
nilotica
Gelochelidon
nilotica
Gelochelidon
nilotica
Gelochelidon
nilotica

91.9
91.89
91.45

8.1
8.11
8.07

421
421
421

91.45

8.07

421

91.45

8.07

421

Substitution (A->G, 1st position)

91.41

8.11

422

insertion (C, 419 position)

Sanger
(control)
Consensus 1
Consensus 2

49
1

0.00
0.24

Sanger
(control)
Consensus 1
Consensus 2
Sanger
(control)
Consensus 1

49
1

0.00
0.24

Panthera uncia
Panthera uncia
Larosterna inca

100
100
99.52

47

0.00

Larosterna inca

99.52

Consensus 2

1

0.24

Larosterna inca

99.52

Consensus 3

2

0.24

Larosterna inca

99.52

Deletion (G,homopolymeric
region,47 position)
Insertion (G, 393 position)
Insertion (G, homopolymeric
region, 71 position)

Substitution (G->C, 345
position)

Substitution (T->C, 420 position)
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Inca tern

Insertion (G homopolymeric
region,129 position)

Sanger
(control)
Consensus 1
Consensus 2

8
Lynx

Sequence divergence details
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divergence of the MinION consensus from the Sanger control would shift
the consensus sequence closer to the next most phylogenetically similar
species, ranked second in sequence similarity search results. Indeed, in
the case of the lynx and the Inca tern, the difference observed in one
MinION consensus sequence replicate marginally increased the barcoding gap. The largest reduction in the barcoding gap was observed in
the roe deer (from 1.9% to 1.66%) due to a 1 bp insertion in a G homopolymeric region. The potential impact of such as result is to require
the identification result to be interpreted more cautiously; it does not,
however, elevate the risk of misidentification.

suggesting that outliers with unusually high levels of sequence error are
very rare. Similarly, there was very little variation among read depths
and across species; the lowest mean pairwise divergence of reads from
the consensus were consistently observed at read depths between 300
and 1000. As read depth decreases (e.g. around n = 50) we expect to see
mean divergence values increase due to stochastic variation and an
insufficient number of reads being sampled to accurately estimate the
mean. At much higher read depths (e.g. n = 5000), consistent sequence
errors may occur at a frequency that prevents the bioinformatic algorithm from filtering such errors out, leading to their retention in the
datasets and marginally increasing mean divergence values. Our results
lead to an optimal read-depth being observed at an intermediate value
(300–1000 reads). We should note however that in some species,
replicate samples at read depths of n = 1000 and n = 5000 were subsampled from datasets with a low number of reads (lynx: ~9400, roe
deer: ~22,500, chamois: ~15,900 and wild boar: ~22,800 - after
filtering) which will have caused a degree of pseudo-replication as many
reads are shared between the replicate data sets. This resulted in similar
results across replicate samples (although with higher mean divergence
values) and consequently yielded artificially narrower distributions of
mean divergence values.

4.4. Implementation – per sample validation
In addition to performing developmental validation of the use of
MinION sequence data for species identification, this study also provides
the basis for case-by-case internal validation to assess whether individual sample results can be considered within the validated scope. There
are two important parameters to consider: 1) the sequence quality filter
Phred score which we set at a minimum threshold value of 11 and 2) the
read depth: for which, based on our results, we recommend a sequence
depth of 500 reads. Given these parameters we can assess the validity of
per sample sequence data by examining the sequence read variation
around the consensus sequence. If that variation is below the highest
variation observed in this study (6% error rate) then we can be confident
that the resulting consensus sequence will be sufficiently accurate for
species identification. Beyond this value, there is a risk that sequence
error will affect the accuracy of the consensus sequence, leading to
divergence from the true sample sequence. Where sequence quality is
poor and a threshold Phred score of 11 cannot be met, it will still be
possible to derive an accurate consensus sequence for a sample; however, in these instances the practitioner needs to be very cautious in
using and interpreting the consensus sequence as it may be prone to
higher levels of deviation from the true sequence than were observed in
this study.

4.2. Validation stage 2
The overall purpose of this validation stage was to compare the
MinION consensus sequence with the Sanger control sequence from the
same individual sample and to characterize any differences between
them.
The MinION consensus sequencing results displayed either no difference, or extremely small differences, when compared to the Sanger
control samples. No MinION consensus sequence replicate deviated from
the Sanger control sequence by more than 1 bp over the ~420 bp
sequence length. The maximum sequence divergence between MinION
consensus and Sanger control sequences, across replicates and species at
read depth n = 500 was 0.0024%, 1 base per 420 bp sequence. This
compares to a Sanger sequence error rate 0.001% (0.42 bases per 420 bp
sequence). There was no observed relationship between the read variation within a sample (mean read divergence from the consensus) and
the accuracy of the resulting consensus sequence against the Sanger
control sample for our data. As the MinION sequencing error increases,
at some point we would expect the mean read deviation from the
consensus to reduce the accuracy of the resulting consensus sequence,
with a correlated increase in divergence from the Sanger control
sequence. However, this was not observed across the range of sequence
error values within the dataset, indicating that per read error rates were
sufficiently low and did not compromise the consensus sequence
accuracy.

4.5. Potential applications
The results of this validation study support the use of MinION
sequencing data for forensic genetic species identification. This expands
on a number of existing applications in fields such as on-site food
authentication [46] and biodiversity assessment [32], to enable its use
in non-human forensic genetics.
Species identification using ONT’s MinION is of particular interest to
the wildlife forensic community, where there is an urgent need for costeffective laboratory-based sequencing solutions in countries where access to traditional Sanger sequencing and more recent larger HTS platforms is severely restricted. This causes delays in casework processing
time, as it is typically necessary for samples to be transported abroad for
analysis. The international shipping of biological material can be substantially delayed by conservation and wildlife trade laws and regulations and, furthermore, may be subject to legal challenge if those
involved in the analysis are not available to provide witness testimony in
court. The low cost and relatively easy implementation of MinION
sequencing offers great advantages in terms of accessibility for forensic
laboratories with low purchase and maintenance costs and no need for
changes to existing infrastructure. In addition, the availability of the
more cost effective Flongle cell will lower costs substantially in future.

4.3. Validation stage 3
The overall purpose of validation stage three was to investigate the
impact of differences between the MinION consensus and Sanger control
sequence on the subsequent species identification result.
For this assessment we examined the impact of using individual
observed consensus sequences on species identification results, rather
than mean consensus sequence divergence, in order to evaluate the
worst-case scenario in terms of the least accurate consensus sequence
data. Nevertheless, every MinION consensus sequence replicate
returned the same species identification result as the Sanger control.
The impact of MinION consensus divergence from Sanger controls on
the power of the consensus sequence to differentiate the true (1st
ranked) species from the next most similar species was either very small
or not observed at all, demonstrating that the barcoding gap is effectively maintained when using MinION consensus sequences. As the nature of the divergence between the two sequence types is not associated
with phylogenetic variation, there is no expectation that, say, a 1%

5. Conclusions
• The experiments performed in this validation study demonstrate that
it is possible to produce an accurate and reliable single consensus
sequence using the ONT MinION sequencer.
• The use of the NGSpeciesID pipeline with appropriate filters to
generate a single consensus sequence enables a species identification
9
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result that is considered robust enough for forensic genetic species
identification.
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